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O F  N O R T H E A S T  W I S C O N S I N

j  CELEBRATING 27 YEARS OF WORKING TO PROTECT PUBLIC HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT IN NORTHEAST WISCONSIN i

permitting process. This is especially disconcerting in light 
of EPA estimates that about a third of the nation’s waters 
are unhealthy and that 117 million Americans get drinking 
water from sources now lacking protection. William K. 
Reilly, former administrator of the EPA asserts, ”If we 
narrow our vision of the Clean Water Act, if we buy into 
the misguided notion that reducing protection of our waters 
will somehow ignite the economy, we will shortchange our 
health, environment and economy.” 
	 In	this	era	of	big	money	influences	on	our	elected	
officials,	it	is	time	to	ask	your	legislators	whether	they	have	
been looking out for your interests in having safe water 
resources.	See	the	“Your	Elected	Officials”	insert	on	page	
12 for contact information.
 In celebration of the Clean Water Act turning 40, 
CWAC has devoted a large part of the Spring 2012 issue 
to local groundwater concerns.
 

Karst Topography—or Cracks and 
Cow Crap Don’t Mix
By Charlie Frisk 

Karst refers to areas where bedrock is easily dissolved by 
water resulting in horizontal and vertical cracks in the rock, 
and features such as caves, sinkholes, and disappearing 
streams. Karst is usually associated with limestone or 
dolomite. Dolomite is the predominate bedrock in Door, 

Clean Water Act Turns 40
SPRING 2012

2012 marks the 40th anniversary of the Clean Water 
Act (CWA), the nation’s law for protecting our most 
valuable resource. We all deserve clean water which 
is vital for our health, communities, environment, and 
economy.
 Forty years ago, in the midst of a national concern 
about industrial and toxic discharges, untreated sewage, 
contaminated runoff, and destruction of wetlands, this 
principal act was passed to protect the nation’s waters and 
its citizens. The CWA set a new national goal “to restore and 
maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of 
the Nation’s waters,” with interim goals that all waters be 
fishable	and	swimmable	where	possible.	
 The Act embodied a new federal-state partnership, 
where federal guidelines, objectives and limits were to be 
set under the authority of the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, while states, territories and authorized tribes would 
largely administer and enforce the CWA programs, with 
significant	federal,	technical	and	financial	assistance.	The	
Act also gave citizens a strong role to play in protecting and 
restoring waters.
 The CWA has encountered resistance from powerful 
business	interests	since	its	enactment.	The	influence	of	
those interests was especially apparent in this current 
session of Congress where legislation has been introduced 
to limit the scope and enforcement of the Environmental 
Protection Agency. At the state level, numerous bills were 
introduced that would limit the authority of the Wisconsin 
Department of Resources and citizen participation in the 
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•	 Properly	seal	abandoned	and	unused	wells.
Homeowners should:
•	 Avoid	applying	fertilizer	or	pesticides	near	sinkholes,		
 fractures or wells.
•	 Minimize	use	of	lawn	chemicals	and	fertilizers.
•	 Have	septic	systems	inspected	and	pumped	every	
 three years.
•	 Test	their	well	every	year.		

 Regardless of the precautions that are taken, Karst 
puts limitations on land use. It may very well be that 
large industrial type dairy farms are simply incompatible 
with Karst topography. The quantity of manure produced 
by operations with thousands of cows is capable of 
overwhelming the surrounding lands ability to incorporate 
the	manure.	Most	of	the	well	contamination	problems	in	
Northeast Wisconsin have occurred in areas with the large 
confined	animal	feeding	operation	dairy	farms.			
	 Much	of	the	information	in	this	article	came	from	
“Protect the Water You Drink—Tips for owners of Rural 
Homes and Agricultural Lands”, a pamphlet prepared by 
“Door County-UW Extension Basin Education Initiative”.

Phosphate Concentration in 
Surface Water Observed Over 
Eleven Years, an Example of 
Citizen Monitoring
By Peter Sigmann

 The Little Sturgeon Area Property Owners Association 
has sponsored systematic water quality testing in Little 
Sturgeon Bay since the year 2001.  This sub-area of the 
bay of Green Bay is important for the spawning and 
hatching	of	much	of	the	area’s	fish.	Increasing	growth	of	
invasive aquatic species and of cladophora threatens this 
environment and  property values.

Methods
Our water testing includes checks for phosphate, nitrate, 
oxygen	content	and	water	clarity.	Significant	findings	
throughout these eleven years were limited to phosphate 
concentrations. Testing was done monthly from April to 
November from 2001 until 2009 when the frequency was 
doubled. Samples are obtained from the surface and tested 
with Hach PhosVer 3 reagent and color disk comparison. 
The procedure is EPA approved and covers concentrations 
of 0.06-5.0 mg/L. Beginning in 2009 we used  equal-
volume dilution to determine values that exceed 5.0 mg/L.

Kewaunee, and Brown County. Dolomite, also called 
dolostone or dolomitic limestone, is essentially limestone 
with magnesium dissolved in it.  
	 Karst	presents	some	very	significant	problems	when	
manure is spread on the land and also with the use of septic 
systems	in	rural	areas.	Manure	or	other	contaminants	
that	find	their	way	into	the	cracks	moves	quickly	and	
without	any	breakdown	or	filtration	throughout	the	system.			
Groundwater in most systems move very slowly, usually 
less than a foot a day, but in Karst it can move hundreds of 
feet	in	a	day.	Manure	dumped	on	the	land	on	Tuesday	can	
be in your well on Wednesday.  
	 Manure	applications	in	areas	with	thin	soils	over	fractured	
limestone	or	dolomite	can	cause	significant	groundwater	
problems. Large areas of Door, Kewaunee, and Brown 
County have very shallow topsoil. In areas with thin topsoil 
there is very little opportunity for uptake of nutrients by 
the soil and for breakdown of contaminants.  In areas 
with sinkholes and disappearing streams manure can 
enter directly into the cracks thus establishing a conduit 
leading directly to the aquifer. When that happens totally 
unadulterated manure can make its way into people’s wells.  
	 Examples	of	contaminants	that	can	find	their	way	into	
people’s wells include the bacteria  —E. coli, salmonella, 
campylobacter, and Leptosporidia; protozoans—giardia 
and crytosporidia; and chemicals—nitrate and Atrazine.  
Sources for these contaminants include manure, septic 
systems, pesticides, and fertilizer.   
 There are homes in Door County where well water turns 
brown from manure each spring. A pond in Door County 
was treated with a blue tinted algae control and a neighbor’s 
well water soon turned blue. In Kewaunee Co., a family’s 
infant daughters required extensive hospitalization for E. 
coli poisoning when their well was contaminated following 
winter	manure	spreading.	The	Morrison	area	in	Brown	Co.	
had over 100 wells contaminated due to the spreading of 
rendering plant wastes.  
 
What can be done to reduce the risks of groundwater 
contamination in Karst regions? 
Farmers can take the following steps:
•	 Develop	nutrient	management	plans	to	optimize	yields		
 without using more manure than the plants can take up.
•	 Do	not	apply	manure,	fertilizer,	or	pesticides	near	wells,		
 sinkholes, fractures, or ditches.
•	 Do	not	apply	manure	in	areas	with	thin	topsoil.		
 (Less than 20 inches.)
•	 Do	not	apply	manure	during	frozen	or	snow	covered			
 conditions.
•	 Incorporate	manure	into	the	soil	immediately	upon		 	
 application.
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Location
The Bay of Little Sturgeon is located about 10 miles west of 
Sturgeon Bay, WI. It is about 1 mile wide where it joins the 
Bay of Green Bay. Water sampling locations are noted on 
the map. Water depth at the “outer bay” location is 16', 
at the “east bay” and “west bay” locations the depth is 6'.

Results
High phosphate concentrations occurred in the outer bay 
intermittently from 2003 to 2008. Spot checking suggested 
that the littoral current of Green Bay was the source.
 

Beginning in 2008 we recorded intermittent elevations 
of phosphate at the back-bay locations with increasing 
frequency. Additional sampling on subsequent days 
indicated that these elevations were of short duration. 
Sampling closer to shore and at the mouths of feeding 
creeks showed less phosphate content. The area surrounding 
the standard East Bay location was explored systematically 
on two occasions in 2011. A location about 200' to the 
Southwest yielded higher phosphate readings, but later the 
maximum reading was obtained 100' further North.

Well Testing
Water from shallow domestic wells was tested parallel to 
the bay water testing. Similar phosphate concentrations 
were recorded. For example on 9/19/2011 phosphate 
concentrations in wells were 8.4 and 6 mg/l when the East 
Bay maximum reading was 8 mg/l. The wells showed 
similar variability in phosphate as did th bay water.

Creek Monitoring 
In  2009/10 biweekly samples were obtained from the 
creeks	that	feed	into	Little	Sturgeon	Bay.	Most	readings	
were zero or less than 2 mg/l of phosphate, but occasional 
elevated values of 3, 3, 3, 4 and 7.4 mg./l phosphate were 
recorded.
 In the adjacent watersheds occasional elevated readings 
of 2.8, 3.5,3.7, 7.2 and 10 mg/l phosphate occurred in 
summer and fall.

Lessons learned
1. Phosphate concentration in the bay frequently exceeds 
standards for quality surface waters. This raises concern 
about the long-term health of this water body and helps to 
explain the increasing algae problem.

2. Sporadic measurements may miss the peaks in 
phosphate concentration.

3. The generally accepted causes of phosphate level 
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Open Burning 
Contributes to Ground 
and Surface Water 
Pollution 
By Dean Hoegger

 
 Open burning, especially burn 
barrels, is not only a source of air 
pollution, but is also a source of water 
pollution. Even though overwhelming 
evidence against this practice was 
released by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency as early as 1994, it is 
still a common practice in Wisconsin’s 
rural communities.  
 Open burning alone is responsible 
for nearly two-thirds of the dioxin 
released in the U.S. each year. Dioxins 
are highly toxic and persistent in 
the environment and accumulate 
exponentially as they move up the food 
chain. The highest amounts therefore 
are found in animal products and fats, 
including	fish.	Exposure	to	low	levels	
of dioxin can cause a burning sensation 
in the eyes, nose, and throat. It is known 
to cause headaches, dizziness, fatigue, 
blurred vision, urinary tract disorders, 
muscle and joint pain, impaired muscle 
coordination, nausea, and vomiting.
 Open burning also releases furans, 
acid vapors, carcinogenic tars, and 
heavy metals including lead, cadmium, 
and chromium. One study showed 
that 40 times more particulate matter 
was released by a burn barrel than by 
burning the same amount of garbage in 
an incinerator with pollution controls.  
Even when the burning is over, 
problems with toxins persist.  
 The ash remaining can cause 
immediate exposure problems or 
persist over time. Rainfall causes 
these pollutants to enter the surface or 
ground waters. In soils that are typical 
of western Door County, this presents 
a serious ground water threat. As noted 
in “Karst Topography, or Cracks and 
Cow	Crap	Don’t	Mix,”	these	soils	are	
generally very shallow with underlying 
dolomitic limestone bedrock. Toxins 
can quickly leach through the soil to 
the bedrock where it can easily travel 

variability, such as seasonal water 
turnover,  phosphate uptake and release 
by plants and algae do not explain our 
findings.

4. Our findings suggest that 
phosphate-rich water enters the 
bay from a superficial aquifer in the 
locations that we identified. These are 
known to ice fishermen as locations of 
weak ice due to springs.

5. The creeks feeding the bay were not 
important contributors of phosphate. 
They were without significant flow 
preceding and during weeks of high bay 
phosphate.

Possible source of excess phosphate
The increase of phosphate occurred at 
a time when nutrient management was 
controlled, phosphate was removed 
from lawn fertilizers and private sewage 
systems replaced and updated. Large 
volumes of cattle sewage aka “liquid 
manure”	is	applied	to	fields	to	the	south	
of the bay at various times in summer. 
There is the potential of phosphate-rich 
liquid	entering	the	superficial	aquifer	
by	way	of	fissures	in	the	Karst-type	
bedrock that underlies a typically thin 
soil cover.

Next steps
Monitoring	will	be	intensified,	both	in	
the bay and in shallow domestic wells. 
Additional data to be recorded are: 
Time of major rain events. Time of 
liquid manure applications. Phosphate 
in creeks after manure applications. 
Direction of water current at standard sites.
 Considering the importance of a 
healthy lake for recreation, commercial 
fishing,	employment	and	real	estate	
values it will be necessary to effectively 
promote and enforce phosphate 
standards for surface waters.

through the fractured rock and enter 
groundwater reserves. Where soils 
contain more clay, or the ground is 
frozen, the soil is less absorptive and 
run-off can occur during periods of 
heavy rainfall. Toxins can then enter 
surface water as they are carried away.
 By state law, only leaves, plant 
clippings, non-recyclable paper and 
cardboard, and clean, untreated wood 
may be burned. Open burning on the 
ground requires a burning permit for 
fires	up	to	6	by	6	feet	and	the	permit	
holder must remain on site during the 
burn. Residents of most counties may 
obtain a yearly burn permit from the 
DNR which is also required in order 
to burn in a barrel. Permits can be 
obtained by calling 1-888-WIW-BURN 
(1-888-947-2876).  The DNR does 
not regulate burning in counties along 
the	Lake	Michigan	shoreline,	along	
the	Mississippi	River,	or	the	counties	
of Brown, Outagamie, Calumet, 
Winnebago, or parts of Shawano Co. 
Residents in these counties must apply 
for a permit to their local municipality.  
Burning in a burn barrel requires the 
barrel to be covered with a screen.  
While burning these materials, most of 
which can be composted or recycled, 
is a source of air pollution, a far more 
serious problem lies in the burning of 
household garbage.  
 So why would people burn 
household garbage?  Years ago, 
household garbage contained 
far less toxic materials, and few 
municipalities had garbage collection. 
Apparently, old habits die hard, and 
a lack of enforcement of the state 
and local regulations has provided 
little incentive for change. With burn 
barrels still allowed in most rural areas, 
enforcement of what materials are 
actually burned in the barrels is very 
difficult.	Even	with	open	burning	by	
permit, there is often no inspection of 
the burn pile by the issuing authority.
Until open burning is entirely 
disallowed, there will continue to be 
violations that pose a health risk to us 
all from contaminated air, ground water, 
and surface waters.

CWAC member Peter Sigmann lives on the shore of 
Little Sturgeon Bay. He enjoys being on the water and 
has led environmental initiatives of the 
local Property Owners Association.
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 In the meantime, consider educating 
your friends and neighbors who are 
still engaged in this outdated practice. 
Visit www.burnbarrel.org for ideas and 
links to posters, videos, and research 
to help you make a difference in your 
community.  Educators and health 
officials	should	go	to	http://dnr.wi.gov/
education/video/burnbarrels.htm to get 
a copy of the DVD “Give Burn Barrels 
the Boot” and additional classroom 
lessons for students which are free for 
Wisconsin residents. Or, have CWAC 
give a presentation to your adult or 
student group on the hazards and 
alternatives to burn barrels.
 So, what do you do with those 
neighbors or businesses that constantly 
violate the burning ordinance? If they 
are in the counties regulated by the 
DNR (those not noted above), a call 
can be made to the DNR tip line at 
1-800-TIP-WDNR (1-800-847-9367) 
or	cell	#367.	All	calls	are	confidential.		
For those living in the counties listed 
above, concerns can be directed to the 
county	sheriff’s	office	by	either	dialing	
911, especially in the case of large 
burns greater than 6' x 6', or the county 
non-emergency number for repeated 
nuisance burns.
 We all have a right to breathe clean 
air and drink clean water. Sometimes 
we need to assert that right!
http://dnr.wi.gov/Contact /TollFree.html

http://dnr.wi.gov/education/video/
burnbarrels.htm

http://dnr.wi.gov/forestry/fire/dbbb.htm

Recyling Farm Plastic 
Needs Exploration
By John Hermanson

 As you cruise our Wisconsin 
countryside, you may have noticed 
a difference in the rural landscape 
in recent years. Those white haylage 
covers, bale wraps, and horizontal silos, 
along with hoop buildings covered 
by plastic, all showcase the future of 
plastics on the farm. Wisconsin dairy 
cows number close to 1.2 million and 

nearly 13,000 dairy farms exist. Dairy 
industry experts have estimated that 
approximately 15-20 pounds of all types 
of plastics are used per cow per year. 
A 300-head dairy farm using plastic 
silage bags may produce as much 
as 6,000 pounds of waste plastic per 
year according to the WDNR. Roger 
Springman (Genesis Poly Recycling) 
in his report to the State Legislature 
Single-Use Plastics Committee 
estimates	the	total	plastic	film	used	
by agriculture and horticulture for the 
year to be between 10 and 20 million 
pounds. 
	 Plastic	film	is	claimed	to	be	safer	
to use versus other storage methods 
while	offering	production	efficiency,	
cost	savings	and	greater	flexibility	
in	management.	Thus	plastic	film	
will continue to be part of farming in 
Wisconsin.
 This examination will focus on 
low	density	polyethylene	(LDPE)	film,	
which makes up the bulk of plastic farm 
waste and on the hazards and recycling 
issues as it relates to LDPE.
 Wisconsin law states the burning of 
agriculture plastic is prohibited.  While 
there does not appear to be any details 
as to what is actually done with all this 
plastic	it	is	suppose	to	be	land	filled	
or recycled. There have been several 
attempts	by	private	firms	to	recycle.	
Unfortunately these ventures have failed 
according	to	Mark	Hagedorn	Brown	
County Agriculture Educator. According 
to Recycling Agriculture Plastics In 
New	York	State	(March	2003)	“An	
estimated greater than or equal 50% of 
agriculture plastics are burned, and the 
remainder buried or dumped on-farm, 
based on survey data from New York 
and from Pennsylvania-a neighboring 
state that also does not have legislation 
prohibiting on-farm disposal.” While 
the	preceding	figures	probably	do	not	
directly apply to Wisconsin - this data 
is a good ten years old, we have a law 
stating plastics should not be burned 
and some education has been done - this 
may give relevant information to form 
your own opinion.
 As is stated in the WDNR  

Managing	Agriculture	Plastics,	the	
burning of plastics release cancer –
causing chemicals that can be inhaled 
by humans and livestock and be 
deposited in the soil and groundwater 
to be later picked up in the food 
chain.  Ironically this is where our 
food mostly comes from and is the 
livelihood of those using these plastics. 
The EPA is posed to release a study 
on dioxin and our food supply and 
propose limits. The dairy industry 
should expect to be in the middle of 
this controversy.
 Wisconsin Legislature Single-
Use Plastics Committee convened in 
2010	and	reported	their	findings	and	
made recommendations but failed 
to pass any legislation. According 
to Recycling Agricultural Plastics 
in	New	York	State	(March	2003),	
“Most	recycling	analysts	contacted	
in developing this report believe 
that a favorable policy climate is 
needed; i.e., market economics do 
not	provide	sufficient	incentive	or	
stimulus for agricultural plastics 
recycling programs to succeed. 
Farmers are more likely to participate 
in recycling if they are constrained 
from using cheaper and easier on-the-
farm disposal options, or are provided 
technical assistance and/or economic 
incentives to recycle.”  The report goes 
on to say “Experience has shown that 
successful recycling programs require 
state or local agencies or organizations 
to “champion” the cause, i.e. to 
motivate participation, make local 
arrangements for collection, and broker 
arrangements with re-processors.”
 The state of Wisconsin recently 
passed the electronics waste recycling 
law	that	shifts	financial	burden	from	
local governments to manufacturers 
and consumers. This concept is based 
on “extended producer responsibility” 
or “closing the recycling loop.”  The 
same could be applied to agricultural 
plastics. This principle is put forth by 
the Product Stewardship Institute, and 
is being applied in Canada, resulting in 
increased diversion rates, reduction in 
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waste generation, creation of sustainable funding resources 
and the elimination of government funding systems for end-
of-life solutions for packaging materials.
 Some of the obstacles to successful recycling of LDPE 
film	in	Wisconsin	include	dispersed	rural	locations,	small	
to modest amounts of plastics at each farm, the fact that 
farmers	are	very	busy,	the	plastic	film	is	often	dirty,	on-site	
handling,	horizontal/	floor-mounted	balers	are	needed,	and	
a lack of networking and partnering of farmers with local 
government and organizations such as the WDNR and UW 
Extention. 
 On the other hand, Roger Springman (Genesis Poly 
Recycling)	suggests	considering	a	landfill	ban	of	these	
sources of plastics. He points out that we have opportunities 
in	Wisconsin	with	film	volume,	recycling	traditions,	public	
recycling infrastructure, and market position to deal with 
the plastic. Companies such as SC Johnson, Organic Valley, 
NEW Plastics of Luxemburg and Wisconsin Film and 
Bag of Shawano are already making innovations in plastic 
recycling. We should keep our eye on what the state of New 
York is accomplishing with their attempts to recycle LDPE 
agriculture	film.	
Sources: 
Recycling silo bags and other Agricultural Plastic Films by 
Holmes and Springman (2009)
Open Burning- Effects of Agricultural Plastics by WDNR 
(March 2010)
Managing Agricultural Plastics by WDNR
Recycling Film Plastic in Wisconsin: Ready, Set, ?? by 
Roger Springman, Genesis Poly Recycling (Aug. 2010)
Single-Use plastics- Wisconsin State Legislative Special 
Committee (2010, report 2011) 

Wind Energy Primer – 
Is Wind Energy for You?
By John Hippensteel, PE

Wind energy is a form of solar energy. Wind is caused 
by the uneven heating of the earth by the sun, and this 
produces convection currents with wind being the end 
result. We as humans have harnessed wind energy for 
thousands of years.
 Wind energy is one of the fastest growing energy 
technologies on the earth with a rate of 25 to 30% or more 
for over the last 10 years. Like solar energy, we have far 
more wind energy than our present energy consumption 
requires. However, at issue is how do we harness, store, and 
transport this energy to where we consume it. For example 
the Dakotas have far more wind energy than the United 
States uses but are lacking the transmission network to 
export it.

  Wind energy is part of our energy solution. It is 
renewable, reliable, and competitive with new natural 
gas power plants. It is not the only solution however, but 
could be a large part of the mix, providing pollution free 
energy. Wind energy can be produced locally and provide 
tremendous	benefit	for	local	farmers	and	communities.		
Local wind energy helps to offset the tremendous amount of 
fossil fuels that we import from other states, which is over 
$20	billion	a	year.	Keeping	this	money	locally	benefits	us	all.
 The wind industry growth has primarily been with 
commercial wind turbines, but smaller residential wind 
turbine manufacturers are also enjoying increased demand 
for their products as more and more people are interested in 
producing their own, environmentally-sound energy.
 Large commercial wind turbines are tried and true 
technology, as are many smaller residential wind turbines.  
But the growth in the industry has led to many newcomers 
to the scene that do not have the track record of experienced 
manufacturers. This can lead to serious disappointment 
by the consumer, if they do not do their homework. As a 
homeowner or small business owner you only want to deal 
with reputable equipment manufacturers and installers.  
Here are a few basics to consider:
 You must have a good wind resource at your location.  
A minimum of 10 mph, at the height of your turbine, is 
required to even consider the possibility your site. There are 
many sites that have this and more, but most do not. Ideally 
a 12 mph site would make the economics much better as 
you get nearly twice the energy production. And with only 
a 10 mph average, the economics for solar photovoltaic 
outshines that of a small wind turbine.
 Your site must be free of obstructions such as trees.  
The minimum distance from the lower tip of your wind 
turbine blade to the top of your trees should be 30' or more.  
You will need a tower at least 80' if not 120' for a good site.   
Rooftop units are not worth considering. The wind near 
the rooftop is a lousy resource because it is much lower in 
energy and often very turbulent. Turbulent winds are hard 
on wind turbines, reducing their lifespan.
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You may expect 10 to 30 years out of a small wind 
turbine, but remember, they are machines and require 
maintenance. You wouldn’t drive your car a million miles 
without expecting to replace many components, nor should 
you expect any wind turbine to be maintenance free. If you 
cannot do the maintenance yourself, and do not want to pay 
someone else to do this work then you should not consider 
installing a wind turbine.
 There are also local zoning issues and setbacks from 
lot lines to consider.  For small wind turbines this setback 
is typically equal to the height to the top of the turbine, so if 
you have a 120' tall wind turbine it would need to be placed 
120' from your lot line or the road.
 The size of your turbine will be determined by your 
energy needs and your wind resource. A typical house 
would require about a 10 kilowatt (KW) wind turbine. That 
is a $50,000 to $80,000 project. Your goal is not to be a 
typical household but to be a energy conscious household 
where	you	use	much	less	energy.	Most	households	would	
consider a turbine in the range of 2 to 20 KW, and would 
expect to pay $25,000 to $100,000 for this project. There 
is a 30% federal tax credit in effect until the end of 2016 to 
help offset the costs, and pending Focus on Energy Cash 
Back rewards to consider.
 Is wind energy for you? Absolutely, but in what form? 
Not everyone can or should own their own wind turbine, 
but we as communities can take advantage of the larger, 
more	efficient	commercial	turbines.	One	new	large	turbine	

can supply the equivalent 
energy needs of about 500 
houses. When correctly 
sited, these large turbines 
can have true economic and 
environmental	benefits	for	our	
communities.
 If your site and 
circumstances don’t coincide 
with a wind turbine then most 
likely solar would be worth 
considering. Solar energy 
systems are becoming more 
and more cost competitive, they have no moving parts, and 
have power production warrantees of up to 25 years with 
expected lives of 30 to 50 years, or more. 

The Action in CWAC
By Dean Hoegger 

 Clean Water Action Council board members took a 
variety of actions on behalf of the membership and the 
community of northeast Wisconsin since the last newsletter. 
Our organization has no paid staff members. The board of 
directors and member volunteers are carrying out the work 
of	the	organization.	Membership	dues,	our	annual	meeting	
fundraiser, and donations are paying the expenses for this 
work, including printing, mailing, annual fees, phone and 
internet fees, posters, media campaigns, fees associated 
with legal actions, and limited travel to hearings and action 
events. This is why your participation is so important. 
 Your 2012 paid membership will help us continue 
taking these actions and keeping you informed. Your 
volunteer check-off will help CWAC connect you to 
volunteer opportunities.  Please call or email us when issues 
arise that are a special concern for you. Listing your e-mail 
address in the Action Alerts box will keep you informed of 
environmental concerns, actions we have planned, and ways 
you can participate. Read below about how you can be 
active in CWAC activities.

The following are our most significant activities since 
December...

Providing Support and Community Organizing to 
Groups Opposing Oneida Tribe’s Trash to Energy Plant

CWAC member, John Hippensteel, is president and owner of the 30 year old 
renewable energy design and installation firm, Lake Michigan Wind & Sun, Ltd.  
John has worked on small and large wind energy projects worldwide. He is a 
registered professional engineer in the State of Wisconsin, a NABCEP certified 
installer for both Solar Thermal and Photovoltaics, and teaches renewable energy 
in the Solar Energy Technology program at NWTC.
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As previously reported, the Oneida Tribe’s LLC, Oneida 
Seven Generations Corporation (OSGC), launched a 
campaign full of false promises to neighborhood groups 
and the media saying there would be no emissions and no 
smokestacks. The evidence suggests they worked with their 
contractors and architects to commit a false image of the 
project.  Renderings used in presentations failed to show 
the facility would have 10 smokestacks, some as high as 60 
feet. These presentations also failed to list the toxins that 
would likely be emitted.  Instead, OSGC President Kevin 
Cornelius	misled	the	public	saying	that	the	gasification	
plant would use a closed-looped system thereby eliminating 
emissions.  The public was on their own to seek the truth 
that OSGC failed to provide.
 The 071211 WDNR Preliminary Determination 11-
JJW-071 shows emissions will include nitrous oxide, 
carbon monoxide, particulate matter, volatile organic 
compounds, numerous heavy metals including mercury 
and chromium, formaldehyde, and dioxin. An American 
Lung Association (ALU) recent press release stated that 
waste-to-energy facilities are a type of incinerator and 
they create more air pollution and greenhouse gases 
than coal burning plants. According to the ALU, these 
type of plants would lead to greater pollution and have 
a detrimental effect on lung health. Studies in the U.S. 
have shown there is little success in removing dioxin, the 
most potent carcinogen known, from the emissions that will 
occur. Incinerator workers and those living nearby have the 
greatest risk of exposure.
 At the request of Brown County residents and the 
Mather	Heights	Neighborhood	Association	(MHNA),	
CWAC has continued its work with Incinerator Free 
Brown County (IFBC) to provide education about the 
hazards of waste-to-energy plants and to assist residents 
with their efforts to convince the Oneida Tribe and the 
City of Green Bay to halt incinerator construction, which 
is expected to move forward this spring. CWAC provided 
100 yard signs directing people to learn more at www.
incineratorfreebrowncty.com and to urge the Tribe to stop 
construction.	Circulation	of	anti-gasification	plant	petitions	
continued to be circulated throughout Brown County. In 
January, CWAC met individually with concerned citizens 
in the neighborhoods closest to the incinerator site, and 
we	provided	signs	and	petitions.	In	March,	we	worked	
with	the	Mather	Heights	Neighborhood	Association	on	an	
informational mailing to their 1000 residents to bring them 
the truth that OSGC failed to deliver.
 After receiving over 1000 petition signatures, CWAC, 
working with Brown County residents, sent a mailing 
to inform petition signers of the anti-incinerator events 
planned	for	March	20.	Alderman	Andy	Nicholson	helped	
the effort by placing us on the Green Bay City Council 
meeting agenda. 
 Over 30 people showed their opposition to the project 

by	carrying	signs	in	front	of	city	hall	from	5:30	to	6:00	PM.		
At 6:00, the crowd grew to over 75 at the Brown County 
Library Central Branch where CWAC and IFBC presented 
information on the progress of the petition drive, and the 
misinformation from OSGC and how we would use that at 
the	Green	Bay	City	Council	Meeting	to	seek	a	rescission	
of the OSGC conditional use permit. At 6:50, many of the 
participants left for the council meeting.
	 CWAC	assisted	the	MHNA	with	presenting	their	
case for a rescission of OSGC’s conditional use permit. 
Association President, Joe Watermolen, began by presenting 
petitions with 1020 signatures showing public opposition to 
the project and disclosed that 892 of these belonged to City 
of Green Bay residents. He then went on to show evidence 
that OSGC withheld the truth and misrepresented the project 
to the public and to the City. It was requested that these 
documents be entered into the record. We then concluded 
with the following summary and request:
 During the permitting process, the public was misled by 
OSGC’s misstatements and OSGC’s omissions regarding 
the nature of this facility. It is also apparent that OSGC 
withheld	the	truth	and	made	affirmative	statements	about	
the facility to the City of Green Bay and the City Council.  
When council members remark that they are surprised to 
hear there are smokestacks at the facility and that there will 
be air emissions from its operation, it is clear that they too 
were misled by OSGC.
 As a result of OSGC’s misrepresentations that formed 
the basis for the Council’s approval of the project’s 
conditional use permit, that permit is voidable, or subject 
to revocation.  OSGC had a duty to provide accurate 
information	to	the	Council	and	city	officials	when	seeking	
its conditional use permit.  It is our opinion they have failed 
to meet that obligation.
 A permit obtained by misrepresented or incorrect 
information is voidable and can be undone by the 
municipality when it is discovered.  Accordingly, we ask 
the Council to revoke, rescind, or vacate the Oneida Seven 
Generation Corporation’s conditional use permit.
 Alternatively, the Council should direct the City 
Attorney and other City staff to take all necessary 
enforcement measures to ensure that OSGC builds a facility 
without emission stacks.  OSGC sought approval for a 
facility having no stacks and no emissions.  OSGC should 
be limited to construction of such a facility.
 The Council agreed to send our allegations of 
misrepresentation to the City Attorney for investigation and 
to report back to the Council at the April 3 meeting.
	 As	of	press	time	on	March	26,	representatives	from	
CWAC,	IFBC,	and	MHNA,	along	with	other	affected	
parties, have scheduled delivery of the petitions to the 
Oneida	Tribal	office	on	March	28,	which	brings	an	end	to	
the petition drive. Letters from the organizations, asking the 
Tribe to reconsider the project, were also to be delivered.
 Join the team of CWAC, IFBC, and MHNA leadership to 
lead the fight against the gasification incinerator.
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Providing Support to the Bad River Band of Lake 
Superior Chippewa Indians to Protect Reservation 
Wetlands from the Mining Bill
 In the Winter newsletter, we reported that the CWAC 
Board of Directors had taken a position to oppose the 
mining bill, AB 426, as passed by the Wisconsin State 
Assembly.  At that time, we had discussions with the Bad 
River Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians whose 
reservation bordered the proposed mine location southeast 
of Hurley, WI. They explained their concerns that the bill 
did not provide adequate protection of surface waters which 
could result in pollution reaching the Bad River watershed. 
This watershed is a pristine environmental resource, and 
the Band’s way of life is highly dependent on maintaining 
its health and integrity.  We were unable to join the Band 
in	their	lobby	efforts	in	Madison.	However,	the	Board	
voted to pay for a morning informational ad created for the 
League of Conservation voters. The League considered the 
bill to have some of the worst conservation rollbacks in 
recent history. We were especially concerned with the bill’s 
removal of the contested case hearing which gave the public 
an opportunity to question expert testimony under oath and 
to place their concerns in the record.
	 On	March	6,	the	bill	was	rejected	17-16	by	the	senate	
when Republican Senator Schultz voted with the Democrats 
against the bill. 
 Following future mining bills, or bills on other topics, 
would be a great way for a CWAC member to take action 
and keep our membership informed.

Legal Actions to Protect Health and the Environment
James Saul, of McGillivray, Westerberg, & Bender, reported 
progress on the following cases:

CWAC v. Appleton Coated	–	We	are	in	the	final	stages	of	
negotiating a settlement  for air emission violations. 

CWAC	and	MEDC	v.	Lisa	Jackson	(Georgia	Pacific	Title	5	
Permit) – A proposed Consent Decree was lodged with the 
court (U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia) on 
March	1.			EPA	must	publish	the	proposed	Consent	Decree	
in the Federal Register; wait 45 days; and then determine 
whether to revise the Consent Decree based on any public 
comments received.  Because it is a straightforward issue 
(EPA’s failure to grant or deny our Petition to object to 
the Title 5 permit within 60 days, as required by the Clean 
Air Act) we expect the Consent Decree will be entered by 
late April.  EPA will agree to grant or deny our Petition by 
July 23 or within 14 days of entry of the Consent Decree, 
whichever is later.  EPA will also pay our attorneys’ fees 
($3,200). What we do next depends on whether EPA objects, 
in	whole	or	in	part,	to	the	Georgia	Pacific	Permit.		

CWAC	and	MEDC	also	have	a	related	Petition	for	
Contested Case Hearing with the DNR seeking to challenge 

the	DNR’s	issuance	of	the	Georgia	Pacific	permit.		That	
petition has been granted but stayed pending EPA’s 
determination whether to object to the permit.

CWAC	and	MEDC	Petition	for	Contested	Case	Hearing	on	
Green Bay Packaging, Inc. Air Permit – our petition for a 
hearing	on	this	air	permit,	filed	August	4,	was	granted	on	
Aug. 15.  We are still waiting for the hearing to be referred 
from DNR to the Wis. Division of Hearings and Appeals 
and for the hearing to be scheduled.

Midwest Environmental Advocates gave us the 
following report on how they are monitoring the DNR 
enforcement of the Clean Water Act in light of the 
Wisconsin Supreme court ruling in Andersen. (See 
CWAC Summer 2011 newsletter.)
	 MEA	continues	to	monitor	the	DNR’s	water	program	in	
light of these recognized inadequacies, primarily through 
continued monitoring of water pollution permits, which is 
at the core of the DNR’s water program. We also continue 
to assist groups with understanding the water permitting 
program and the process of submitting comments, 
requesting public hearings and challenging permits. One 
of the victories of Andersen at the Appellate level was the 
decision that citizens could challenge a permit without 
having	to	submit	scientific	or	legal	type	comments	prior	to	
their challenge. This victory upholds the rights of everyday 
citizens to be involved in an agency’s decision-making 
process without having to hire costly attorneys and experts, 
which is something we celebrate every day.
 You could volunteer to conduct environmental legal 
research for CWAC. Contact us if you would like to attend a 
training session to help you do this. 

Getting Information to the Public
 The Door County Advocate published in their “Another 
View” our article “A Changing Ice Fishing Catch in Green 
Bay Brings Concern for Fish-Eaters,” from Winter 2012. 
That gave us some great circulation, both in print and 
online.	The	article	was	even	read	by	a	DNR	fishery	biologist	
who advised us that the DNR website still contained the 
old advisory which was now updated from one meal every 
other month to one meal per month. We also set up a free 
newsletter	box	inviting	fisherman	to	take	a	copy	of	the	
issue and thus were able to get the advisory to an additional 
150	people	who	were	actually	catching	the	fish.		Our	web	
presence is also improving. If one does a Google search for 
“Oneida garbage to energy,” the second hit is “Oneida Trash 
to Energy Plant Not in Harmony with Tribe’s Philosophy, 
from Fall 2011. Facebook has also helped us get information 
out to the public, especially with updates about the Oneida 
Tribe’s	gasification	incinerator.
 Please consider writing to your local newspaper 
on issues of concern to help us inform the public. Feel 
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free to contact us for information 
or assistance with a letter. We also 
invite you to submit articles for our 
newsletter. If you like to write but you 
do not have a topic in mind, contact 
us for ideas. This issue includes two 
articles written by members.

CWAC to Support and Paricipate in 
Earth Week Activities
 CWAC is a sponsoring member 
of the Greater Green Bay Earth 
Week	Coalition.	On	May	5,	starting	
at	11:00	AM,	the	Green	Parade	will	
begin and end at the Old Fort Square 
on Broadway. The Eco Fair will 
follow and it will be held at Veterans 
Memorial	Park	next	to	the	Neville	
Public	Museum.		More	information	
can be found at www.earthweekgb.
com. The committee is still looking 
for	groups	to	enter	floats	and/or	have	
a booth. Contact Jodi Arndt at JLA@
lcojlaw.com to register.  CWAC will 
have a booth at the event, so be sure 
to stop to say hello and pick up a free 
eco-gift for members. 
 CWAC will also have a booth at 
the	Manitowoc	Earth	Day	Celebration	
on April 21. This family focused event 
will be held at Silver Lake College 
which just 5 minutes west of I-43 on 
Hwy 151. We look forward to meeting 
our	Manitowoc	members	and	making	
new friends.  
 Please consider helping us staff the 
booth at either of these events.

Action Still Needed for Office Search
  CWAC is searching for a free or 
low-cost	office	space	in	the	Green	Bay	
area. Our vision is to be a resource 
to the community. We want our 
organization to have a home where 
members and concerned citizens can 
bring their environmental concerns, 
and then work together with members 
from other organizations towards 
solutions. Ideally, we would like to 
be part of a community of service 
organizations sharing a larger complex. 
 Please contact us if leading the 
office space search is something you 
would like to volunteer to do.

on for decades, but the recent silica 
sand boom and the surge in mining 
applications have taken many towns 
and municipalities by surprise. The 
WI Department of Natural Resources 
(DNR) has two staff members working 
on the frac-sand air pollution permits, 
and two more staff members working 
on enforcement. In January 2012, the 
WDNR	and	the	Wisconsin	Mining	
Association estimated 60 operating 
frac-sand mines, and 40 more proposed 
mine sites that are in the process of 
gaining permits in the state.
     On January 25, 2012, the WDNR 
confirmed	the	September	2011	study	
finding	that	permits	for	individual	
sand mining operations and processing 
facilities are protective of public health 
and the environment. The DNR states 
that silica emissions (from the sand 
mining) have been controlled by state 
particulate matter for forty years, and 
are	confident	that	the	past	compliance	
with these regulations will reduce 
the silica emissions.  (See WDNR 
report of January 2012, “Silica Sand 
Minting	in	Wisconsin.”)	A	group	of	
environmentalists from Wisconsin 
are requesting the EPA to establish a 
national ambient air quality standard 
for silica. 
     Areas of Wisconsin where frac-
sand mining is going on, have  
seen complaints of air, water, and 
environmental degradation on the 
rise. In Wisconsin communities where 
frac-sand mining is being considered, 
a moratorium gives citizens and 
elected	officials	time	to	consider	
ordinances, zoning, and licensing.  
According to the League of Wisconsin 
Municipalities,	the	Wisconsin	State	
Senate is considering a bill (SB#504) 
aimed at “limiting the authority” of 
Wisconsin cities, villages or towns 
to enact a “development moratorium 
ordinance.”  The bill, proposed by 
Sen. Frank Lasee (R-DePere) in 2010, 
will limit local governments from 
investigating the effects of proposed 
mining on their community.
					Many	communities	in	the	frac-
sand mine areas of Wisconsin are 

Silica Frac-Sand 
Mining in Wisconsin 
By Jane Blameuser

     The Chevron Corporation assures 
visitors to its website that protecting 
land, water, and communities is their 
highest priority. They claim to share 
the public’s expectation that the energy 
we need will be produced safely and 
reliably. Accordingly, they assure 
us that hydraulic fracturing, known 
as fracking, is a safe and reliable 
procedure for extracting natural gas 
from shale rock. The fracking process 
uses explosives to create small cracks 
in the rock, thousands of feet beneath 
groundwater aquifers. Once the cracks 
are created, high pressure water, sand, 
and chemicals are used to release the 
gas.
					The	Marcellus	shale,	located	in	
Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, West 
Virginia, and surrounding states, is 
presently the site of a robust fracking 
program for Chevron. Plans are 
underway to drill the Haynesville 
Shale in Texas, the Antrim Shale in 
Michigan,	and	the	Duvernay	Shale	in	
Alberta, Canada. Other huge fracking 
drill sites are located in North Dakota, 
Wyoming, Colorado, Nebraska, 
Kansas,	New	Mexico,	Utah,	and	
Montana.
     In these fracking communities there 
are increased complaints of polluted 
drinking water and air, unexplained 
animal deaths, sickness, and industrial 
accidents and explosions, not 
mentioned on the Chevron website. 
The Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) results for its study on the 
potential impacts on drinking water 
resources and the fracking process will 
be released in 2012.
     Wisconsin, located in the middle of 
these shale rich states, is the home of 
the perfect sand used in the fracking 
process to release the gas. The sought 
after Northern White sand is easily 
accessible and very plentiful in our 
state.  It is the perfect shape, size and 
strength for the fracking process.  
					Mining	in	Wisconsin	has	gone	

- continued on pg. 12
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Saturday, May 19
Social: 5:30
Dinner: 6:00
Dance: 7:30

FOR TICKET INFO, CONTACT: 
contact@cleanwateractioncouncil.org 

or 920-421-8885

A fundraiser for 
The Clean Water Action Council
Your environmental advocacy group in Northeast Wisconsin

DOOR
PRIZES!

Silent
Art 

Auction!

Sparkplugz
Blues Band

Riverside Ballroom
Carriage Room
1560 Main St., Green Bay

Dinner & Dance

Dance
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Your Elected Officials
When communicating with these officials, you can use their 
website “Contact” link below, which includes your name, 
address and ZIP code so the staff can verify you are a 
constituent of that Member of Congress. Be sure to reference 
the bill number and talk about the impact of the bill on the 
district or state, and your own reason(s) for opposing it. 

Your District’s 
Congressman

Tom Petri - District 6
https://petri.house.gov/
2462 Rayburn HOB
Washington, DC 20515
Phone: (202) 225-2476
Fax: (202) 225-2356

Sean Duffy - District 7
https://duffy.house.gov/
1208 Longworth HOB
Washington, DC 20515
Phone: (202) 225-3365 or 
Toll Free: (855) 585-4251
Fax: (202) 225-3240

Reid Ribble - District 8
https://ribble.house.gov/
1513 Longworth HOB
Washington, DC 20515
Phone: (202) 225-5665
Fax: (202) 225-5729

Your U.S. Senators

Ron Johnson
http://ronjohnson.senate.gov/
386 Russell Senate Office 
Building
Washinton, DC 20510
(202) 224-5323

Herb Kohl
http://kohl.senate.gov/
330 Hart Senate Office 
Building
Washington, DC 20510
(202) 224-5653
Fax: (202) 224-9787

5

To contact your State 
Assembly person or Senator, 
go to: http://legis.wisconsin.gov

Click on: 
Who Represents Me?

concerned not only about the health of the air, water, and 
the environment, but also about the future for the Karner 
blue	butterfly.	The	Karner	blue	was	declared	an	endangered	
species by the federal government in 1992, and lives in 

the sandy soil where 
the lupines grow. 
With sand mines, 
the possibility of 
large scale habitat 
destruction is evident. 
So far, only one frac-
sand mining company 
out of a possible 100 
mines, has applied to 
the DNR to legally 
destroy the Karner 

blues in its operation.
      Environmentally sound policies and practices in 
frac-sand mining can ensure a future that is healthy for 
Wisconsin creatures and habitats, as well as provide jobs 
in mining and manufacturing.  Environmentalists need to 
voice	their	opinions	to	our	state	officials		about	the	practices	
that are neither sustainable nor environmentally sound, and 
ensure this healthy future. 

Information obtained from the following websites:
www.epa.gov, www.dnr.wi.gov, www.chevron.com
www.wisconsinwatch.org, www.earthjustice.org

Catherine Herms, The Ohio State University, Bugwood.org

Dance for the Environment and Membership Dinner  
Saturday, May 19, 5:30 p.m.

 Our annual membership meeting and dinner will be held at the Riverside Ballroom, Carriage Room, 
1560 Main St., Green Bay followed by the dance at 7:30. There will Door Prizes, a Silent Art Auction, and will 
feature the Sparkplugz Blues Band for the dance. Please consider ordering a block of tickets to sell to friends.
Paid members are eligible for door prizes at the dinner!

# of tickets_______@ $10 each for a total of $_______
Or, you can really help our organization by purchasing a block 
of tickets:
_______ $50 enclosed for 6 tickets, 1 free
_______ $100 enclosed for 12 tickets, 2 free

Please include the money with your order. 
Checks payable to:

Clean Water Action Council, P.O. Box 9144, 
Green Bay, WI 54308

_______ Yes, I have an item for the silent art auction/door 
prizes. I will bring it by 5:30 or call Dean at 495-5127 
for prior pickup.

Send tickets to (name/address): 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

Please indicate the # of your dinner preference(s):
(     )  Parmesan Chicken          (     )  Vegetarian Lasagna

Ticket Order Form for $10 Advance Tickets

Please send any nominations for CWAC Board Member elections to us prior to the annual meeting.
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The newsletter, “Clean Water Action Council 
of N.E. WI” is published quarterly by the 
Clean Water Action Council of Northeast 
Wisconsin, Inc., P.O. Box 9144,
Green Bay, WI 54308, a registered non-
profit charitable, educational organization. 
All contributions are tax-deductible.

2011 Leaders 

Officers
Dean Hoegger, President

920-495-5127

Charlie Frisk, Vice-President
920-406-6572

John Hermanson, Treasurer
920-845-5479

Board Members
Curt Andersen
920-434-1288 

Jane Blameuser
920-468-1509

Audrey Thompson, Website
920-498-0197

Bev Watkins, Newsletter 
920-866-3648

CONTACT US 

By phone:
920-421-8885

If you leave us a message, we will try  
to get back to you within 24 hours.

By mail:
Clean Water Action Council

P.O. Box 9144
Green Bay, WI 54308

By e-mail:
Our new e-mail is ready to go:

contact@cleanwateractioncouncil.org

Legacies, memorials, and direct gifts are deeply appreciated. 
Please contact our treasurer, John Hermanson at 

tug3@centurytel.net for more information.

Join Clean Water Action Council in 2012!
Name(s) _______________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________

City __________________________________________________

State/Zip ______________________________________________

Phone ________________________________________________

E-Mail ________________________________________________

(  ) Please send me, privacy protected, occasional action alert e-mails.
(  ) I would like to volunteer. Please contact me to help with:
  the newsletter  events  website
  joining or leading one of the committees   other

Send check or money order to: Clean Water Action Council
    P.O. Box 9144
    Green Bay, WI 54308

COMMITTEES
Non-Point Pollution: Charles Frisk 

Special Events: Bev Watkins 
Public Health: Dean Hoegger

Membership, Finance and Fundraising: John Hermanson 
Renard Island: Curt Andersen

Phone numbers are listed under 2011 Leaders

✂

(  ) $20 Individual (  ) $30 Family (this amount would really help)
(  ) $50 Sustaining (  ) $100 Donor           (  ) Other $________

Provide your e-mail address below for an eco-friendly version sent 
privacy protected:
 
E-Mail 

Find us on Facebook for updates on hearings such as  
the Oneida Trash to Energy Project and current 

or upcoming events.

www.cleanwateractioncouncil.org
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR
Hearings

~  (Date TBD) - The Lower Green Bay and Fox River Area of   
 Concern (AOC) Citizen Advisory Committee	meet	from	3	to	5	PM 
	 at	the	Green	Bay	Metropolitan	Sewerage	District,	2231	N.	Quincy	St.,		
 Green Bay.  For more information contact Kendra.Axness@wisconsin. 
 gov or chad.cook@ces.uwex.edu

Activities
~  April 10 - 12 - Partnering for Lakes, 2012 Wisconsin Lakes   
 Partnership Convention  For more information, go to
 http://www4.uwsp.edu/cnr/uwexlakes/conventions/
~  April 18 - 28 - Greater Green Bay Earthweek Coalition sponsors   
   Earth Week activities. For information on all of the week’s many   
 activities, go to www.earthweekgb.com/calendar

~  April 21 - Manitowoc Earth Day Celebration This family-focused   
 event will be held at Silver Lake College.

~  May 5 - Third Annual Green Parade	starts	at	11	AM	in	the	Broadway		
 District on the west side of Green Bay.  It will be followed by the Eco-  
 Block Party	at	Veteran’s	Park,	adjacent	to	the	Neville	Museum	on	the	
 Fox River. Green friendly vendors, activities, and information. Go to   
 www.earthweekgb.com or contact Jodi Arndt at jla@lcojlaw.com   
	 or	Maureen	Davitt	at	920-217-1799.

~  May 19 - Clean Water Action Council Annual Meeting and Dance    
 (See page 12 for details). 

~  June 15 - 17 - 23rd Annual Energy Fair at Renew the Earth Institute 
 in Custer, WI.  Exhibitors, workshop demos, and more. Bus transport    
 will be available from Green Bay.  
 For more info www.midwestrenew.org/energy
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